
 

  

Issue 
One 

Creating Safer Living Environments 

In this issue >>> 

What security systems are in the 

market currently: 

• What security systems are currently 

in the market? 

• What security systems are best for 

you? 
 

Finding the most appropriate and beneficial security system is never easy and can be very 

time consuming. This short article will help you make a more informed decision when 

working with security systems and be able to reap all the benefits of an effective security 

system. When deciding which security system to use it is important that you know your 

requirements, so that the chosen security system can satisfy all those requirements. 28% 

of adults took no measures to protect their property. Do not be part of this 

vulnerable segment! 

Solve all your security problems 
with NACD’s IPGUARD 4G/IP. 
Residents can use devices 
selected by themselves and so 
each user can make it most 
convenient for themselves. 
Residents are called on their 
own communication devices; 
landline, mobiles, smart phones, 
iPad’s and tablets. 
IPGUARD 4G/IP constantly 
improves offering more features 
due to its cutting-edge 
technology using 4G and Cloud 
based communications. Another 
benefit from the 
IPGUARD 4G/IP is residents 
can be contacted when they are 
not even home, this feature has 
proved to be very helpful for 
deliveries and if you are not 
home you can instruct a delivery 
driver to leave delivery in a 
secure location of your choice as 
you can communicate to the 
driver via the IPGUARD® 4G/IP. 
This allows for picture of all 
visitors who called you with 
date/time stamp sent to your 
smart phone/device including 
missed/nuisance calls. You will 
never be contacted when you 
don’t want to be.  
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IPGUARD® 4G/IP Visitor Audio-
Visual Door Entry, latest 
technology. 

 

 
NPH 300 Visitor Video Monitor 
Door Entry – Hardwired 

 

IPKEYSAFES® - SECURE 
STORAGE 

 

IP Dome, Fisheye, Box, Bullet and 
PTZ cameras. 
License Plate Readers. 
Cloud video recorders. 
Unusual Motion Detection Lockup. 
Thermal cameras. 
Presence Detector. 

Network Video Recorders. 
 

IP, Thermal, PTZ and Panovu Cameras. 
ANPR Cameras. 
Network Video Recorders. 
Encoders 
Switches 
Displays. 
Accessories. 

 

Is the IPGUARD® 4G/IP the right system for you? 

 
To solve the problem of not being able to get to the 
phone NACD added the Automatic Call-Transfer, 
Multi-Share feature. Up to three telephone numbers 
per dwelling. If there is no answer, the system will 
cascade automatically to second and third numbers. 
Family simultaneous multi-share calling is coming 
shortly and will be remotely updated to all NACD 
IPGUARD 4G/IP.  
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CCTV Advice >>> 

Axis Network Camera 

 Samsung Techwin 

Which system is best for you? 



 

  

How can Avigilon CCTV solve 

your problems?  

Another possible solution to your security 

problems could be NACD’s NPH 300. 

NPH 300 requires a hardwired connection 

to be made. Despite the need for 

hardwiring the NPH 300 can connect to 

the cloud so that remote programming and 

updates is possible.  

NPH 300 is complaint with Secure By Design framework and so keeps full audit 

trail of day, date, time & duration of all visitor calls to residents including door 

open authorization to enable easy identification of any residents abusing the 

system. NPH 300, consistent with Secure By Design requirements, works by a 

visitor entering the flat number onto keypad, also has special features for blind 

persons. When visitor calls from panel it will ring the desired handset or monitor 

& will display live video from the panel. To let visitors in simply press the Lock 

Release button if you would like to let them in. CCTV Advice >>> 

What CCTV would best suit you? 

Empower your security teams with powerful 

technology and software. Avigilon delivers a 

full range of video surveillance. Avigilon High 

Definition Stream Management 

technology preserves video image integrity 

while intelligently managing bandwidth. 

Avigilon video software provides intuitive, 

easy-to-use interfaces.  Powerful ACC video 

software can manage an unlimited number of 

cameras. Avigilon software enables you to add 

multiple offices, buildings, or locations. Open 

platform security solutions easily integrate with 

your existing systems and technology and video 

management system works with both HD and 

analog cameras. Avigilon cameras are 

compatible with a variety of VMS platforms. 
Using high-definition video analytics, pattern-

based analytics algorithms, and teach-by-

example capabilities, Avigilon provide 

preventative protection through proven self-

learning video analytics technology. 

 

There are so many variations of CCTV equipment out there in the market that it wouldn’t be 

possible to discuss them all. This section will discuss the top key players in the CCTV 

industry. To discover your CCTV solution contact NACD. They will design a bespoke 

system for all your needs and requirements. They will install the system consistent with all 

Secure By Design requirements and frameworks so that the end-user can reaps all benefits 

from a fully functional system. All CCTV companies in this article are partners with NACD. 

Upgrading your standard definition system to analogue HD can be done with minimal cost 

and fuss as analogue HD uses the same cable infrastructure and plug and play installation 

techniques as analogue SD. Analogue HD is capable of transmitting and recording images in 

1080P (1920 x 1080) HD resolution giving a performance comparable to an IP system and 

up to 4x higher than a traditional standard definition analogue system.  

 

Other options >>> 

Is the NPH 300 Visitor Video Monitor 
the system for you? 
 

Why do I need CCTV? 
 As the world’s population grows as does the 

negative externalities that come with it, one being 

crime. CCTV (Closed-circuit Television) is a great 

tool to overcome this problem and over the last 

decade it has been rapidly provisioned. Electronic 

Security Association states, about 83% of 

burglars would first determine whether a home 

has security cameras before they broke into the 

house and 60% of thieves would typically 

avoid homes with security cameras. 

Therefore, having CCTV fitted on your 

property will massively reduce the crime risk. 
More than a third of organizations replace or 
upgrade their CCTV systems every 5-7 years. 

  

AXIS: From robust outdoor cameras to discreet 

products for sensitive environments, AXIS offer 

it all. AXIS provide excellent HDTV image 

quality regardless of lighting conditions and the 

size and characteristics. They do it while 

minimizing bandwidth and storage needs to help 

you save energy. Analytic applications 

transform network cameras into business tools. 

They can alert you to developing situations and 

help you make smart decisions about operations 

and resource allocation. Data can also be 

integrated with your other systems. 

 

 

HIK Vision: HIk vision designs and tailors 

network cameras to meet various 

requirements. From general video surveillance 

to video content analytics based on deep 

learning algorithms. Product offerings: Pro 

Series, Ultra Series, Panoramic Series, Anti-

corrosion Series, Explosion-proof Series, 

Hikvision DeepinView Series. 

Samsung: Samsung offer a vast range of CCTV 

equipment all with different features. Some being, 

Super High Resolution, Visual Progressive Scan, 

Digital Image Stabilization, Intelligent Video Content 

Analysis. Product offerings; Full Body Cameras, 

Dome Cameras, 3 Megapixel Cameras, Night Vision, 

Fisheye Cameras.  

http://avigilon.com/products/video-surveillance/overview/hdsm/
http://avigilon.com/products/video-surveillance/overview/hdsm/
http://avigilon.com/products/video-surveillance/overview/hdsm/
http://avigilon.com/products/video-surveillance/avigilon-control-center/
http://avigilon.com/products/video-surveillance/avigilon-control-center/
http://avigilon.com/products/access-control/
https://www.axis.com/en-gb/products/fixed-box-cameras
https://www.axis.com/en-gb/products/fixed-box-cameras


 

 

ask the experts >>> 

NACD is always trying to create safer living environments so if you are reading this 

and think you may have insight into the security industry we encourage you to head 

over to our LinkedIn page and post any insights in the comments section where this 

article has been shared.  

 

The next issues will be posted on NACD’s website, LinkedIn, Twitter & Facebook 

every other Wednesday. If you want to keep up to date with our News Articles, 

follow us on any of the above.   

 

 

Unit 8, Heron Business Park, Eastman Way 
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire 
HP2 7FW 

coming soon >>> 

In the Next Issue 

• How NACD Increases UK Security 

• NACD’s New Anti-cloning Fob 

 

Every product you see in this article is distributed and installed by NACD. Please 

go to our website or enquire for more product details and for the rest of our product 

range. If you liked or have questions about anything you have seen please don’t 

hesitate to get in contact with us. We will try our absolute best to answer any 

questions you may have. Please see below for contact details. 

Thoughts... Final 

Contact us at: 01442 211848   

Website: https://www.nacd.co.uk/ 

Email Address: info@nacd.co.uk 

https://www.nacd.co.uk/

